
PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

Award 2021 EviCypher best invention worldwide with Gold medal of international inventions 
of Geneva1.  

 

Personal security should no longer be in the hands of connected digital 
services, but in those of the individual. Indeed, it is because 
cybercriminals have access to digital systems that they can carry out 
their attacks. Freemindtronic's EviCypher, invented by Jacques Gascuel, 
establishes an effective physical and digital barrier. It's an "Air Gap" 
device that keeps secrets, but that's not all.  
 

This individual encryption system gives the person back control of their digital data, from end 
to end, thanks to a secure NFC device. EviCypher is a physical vault of encryption keys unrelated 
to a computer system, it communicates with the latter on demand via a near field transmission 
protocol (NFC). EviCypher is backward compatible with Freemindtronic's EviToken technology, 
allowing users of these products to maintain their usual digital services. 

 A Green tech technology that saves encrypted data for 40 
years, without any source of electrical power. It is designed and 
manufactured without battery, connector, cloud and plastic. 
The device recovers energy through the NFC signal of the 
Android phone it is paired with. The latter serves only as an HMI 
& M2M terminal. Recyclable, the device is solid and waterproof. 
Extremely durable, it can be sold on the second-hand market 
after formatting back «factory configuration». 

 

The NFC device works without error between -40° to + 85° C. It offers the user extreme 
portability of availability of their secrets anywhere, anytime and in any situation. 

The solution is designed to preserve extreme anonymity, it leaves no trace of its use or of its 
user. 

In 2019, 100 years after Hugo Alexander Koch's invention of the first portable electromechanical 
encryption machine, Jacques Gascuel filed a patent on segmented key authentication. It is based 
on the principle of Kerckhoffs2  according to which the security of a crypto system must be based 
only on the secrecy of the key and not on that of the algorithm.  

In March 2021, after 3 years of research and development, he innovated again by creating the first 
device dedicated to contactless encryption. The asymmetric and symmetric encryption key 
mechanism is secured by trust criteria defined at the discretion of an administrator and / or user. 

 

The EviCypher solution allows end-to-end control of data transport, that is, from one EviCypher 
Card to another EviCypher Card. The encryption key is made up of multiple trust criteria, the origin 
of which is physical. It is possible to add up to 9 trust criteria to the 3 other criteria generated 

 
1 EviCypher dispositif NFC de chiffrement de données Médaille Or 2021 des inventions internationales - YouTube 
2 Auguste Kerckhoffs https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principe_de_Kerckhoffs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQysO280Lqg
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auguste_Kerckhoffs
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principe_de_Kerckhoffs


automatically during the pairing phase. For example, a trust criterion can be a configurable 
geographic area at the discretion of the person. To use the decryption or encryption key, you must 
be physically in the predefined zone and validate the 3 other initial trust criteria. 

Advantageously, the system deprives cybercriminals of access to the encryption keys by a physical 
mechanism. Which also makes it a cybersecurity tool to fight identity theft. It can be used to 
prevent, for example, fraud attacks against the president and to protect against phishing attacks 
by email in a simple way. 

EviCypher is designed to evolve and adapt to existing communication systems such as online or local 
email services via Thunderbird as well as all instant messaging including SMS & MMS. Unlike 
messaging systems around the world, messages remain encrypted by default and will be decrypted 
on demand. 

EviCypher Card will be available early May 2021 for pre-order. It can store up to 200 keys for AES256 
encryption and up to 4 RSA 2048 keys or 2 RSA 4096 keys. 

It is also a password and PIN code manager for secure USB keys EviKey® and secure SSDs EviDisk® 
made in France by the Syselec Group. It is compatible with EviKeyboard, a virtual keyboard in NFC 
and Bluetooth version from Freemindtronic. 

EviCypher Card is made in Andorra by Freemindtronic.  

Finish : Black and Gold or White and Gold 
Format : credit card 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: 
Mrs Christine BERNARD 
Tel: +376 804 500  
Mail: christine@freemindtronic.com 
Website: https://freemindtronic-group.com 
Twitter: @freemindtronic and @gascuelJ 
Fullsecure® from Freemindtronic® SL Andorra 

https://freemindtronic-group.com/
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